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Welcome to the Koningsberger lecture on 13 December 2012

Ladies and gentlemen, Professor Sari Nusseibeh,

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you all on this special occasion to hear such an eminent scholar as Professor Sari Nusseibeh give the Koningsberger lecture. My colleague Professor Myjer will introduce Professor Nusseibeh.

The Koningsberger lecture is a very special lecture, special because of the issues it deals with, questions concerning human rights, the importance of democracy and the constitutional state. And it is a very special lecture because it is named after Professor Victor Koningsberger, who had the courage to stand up for and proclaim certain fundamental principles during the period of terror and suppression between 1940 and 1945. For those reasons the university decided that this lecture should not only be held yearly, but should also be one of its academic ceremonies.

In the last week of November 1940, 72 years ago, several Dutch professors publicly stood up for Jewish colleagues who were being dismissed from their universities by the German occupier. An act of defiance. Amongst them were the Professor of chemistry Olivier in Wageningen, Professor of law Rudolph Cleveringa in Leiden and, also from Leiden, the scholar Van Holk. Others were Professor of language and literature Nico Donkersloot in Amsterdam, and in Utrecht the Professor of chemistry Kruijt as well as the biologist Victor Koningsberger himself. They protested in their regular lectures attended by students and staff, and some of their statements were later disseminated in illegal publications. Their protests were prompted by an appeal made by the Interacademical Contact on Saturday 23 November in reaction to the decision by the occupier to remove their Jewish colleagues. Interacademical Contact was the informal consultative body of the Dutch universities in those years.

We still greatly admire those men who, in those dark hours of our history, spoke out for their Jewish colleagues in particular and the rule of law in general. Men who knew that there could be serious repercussions for themselves personally. One of Cleveringa’s colleagues, for example, offered for that very reason to deliver the speech because he did not have a family, and was therefore less vulnerable. But Cleveringa decided to speak out himself for the simple reason that he was Dean of the Faculty of Law. And it was the Dean’s duty to speak. He was imprisoned the following day. Koningsberger also expected to be imprisoned, but to his great astonishment, was not. In the end however, he was taken hostage in 1942, as were quite a few of his colleagues.
Their act of defiance expressed a broadly based sentiment among staff and students of the Dutch universities. And Interacademical Contact knew that feelings among students against the anti-Jew measures were indeed strong, and that the situation could easily become explosive.

This worried the leadership of the universities (rectors and most of the faculty and staff), however much they understood these sentiments, this mood. They worried because they feared repercussions for students who chose to speak out openly against the anti-Jew policy. For example, Koningsberger knew of students in Prague who had been deported to Buchenwald concentration camp after protesting against the German occupation of their country.

And leaders of the universities were concerned that the Dutch universities might be closed, as had been the case in Poland, Czechoslovakia and other occupied countries when staff and students had protested. All these concerns were raised in the deliberations in Interacademical Contact on that 23 November. And in the end it was decided that they themselves and their colleagues should stand up and express, in solidarity with their Jewish colleagues, their “painful and bitter feelings” as Cleveringa stated, or “deep sadness and bitter disappointment”, as Koningsberger described his feelings.

And so on the Monday morning of 25 November 1940, at 11 a.m. in a crowded lecture hall, Koningsberger spoke the famous first line of his prepared statement: “My conscience compels me to commemorate here with deep sadness and bitter disappointment the dismissal from their positions of some of my Dutch colleagues, solely because of their ancestry or religious beliefs.”

Professor Kees Schuijt in his Koningsberger lecture in 2011 correctly also emphasized the last sentence of his statement “And never forget how important it will be for all mankind, if one people in all circumstances will always behave in accordance to the written and unwritten laws of humanity and decency”. Professor Schuijt associated this statement with the conviction of Koningsberger that there is and must be, some common moral sense.

The act of defiance of Koningsberger and his colleagues still deserves our warm and lasting admiration. In very difficult circumstances, it was a considered attempt to articulate the outrage, and enunciate the elementary values of the rule of law. It did not mark the end of protest and resistance. On the contrary, it was more of a first awakening. Many students and some staff were involved in the resistance movement in the years to come. There was the Kindercomité, that rescued hundreds of Jewish children, student members of resistance groups, students helping the many people in hiding, armed resistance, distributing illegal but free press, just to mention some of these activities. And all were inspired by the values of the rule of law, and of humanity and decency. They were undoubtedly encouraged by the words
once spoken by Olivier, Cleveringa, Van Holk, Donkersloot, Kruijt and Koningsberger. And Koningsberger, for example, remained a confidant to many Utrecht students in the years that followed, as long as he was not in prison.

Ladies and gentlemen,

This academic Koningsberger lecture, is one of a small string of activities throughout the year whose purpose, as well to commemorate past events, is to uphold the meaning of peace and security, of law and of the rule of law. I will briefly mention two other activities, because these too emphasize our commitment:

– Each year on 27 January our students of history in the Utrechtse Historische StudentenKring organize a day of study and debate as part of the international Holocaust Memorial Day. This day was introduced in 2005 by Kofi Annan as a worldwide commemoration of the Holocaust and other genocides.

– And of course, on May 4 the university commemorates those members of the university community who died as a consequence of the war and occupation between 1940 en 1945. We do that in a short ceremony. Every five years, when we celebrate our lustrum, we organize a special conference.

But today it is the day of the Koningsberger lecture. This academic lecture is an excellent opportunity to subject Koningsberger’s act of defiance to an ‘actuality check’: the actuality, the topicality that imposes itself again and again. The actuality that stresses that the values that were at stake 70 years ago, still need advocates and supporters who speak out as Koningsberger and his colleagues once did.

For that reason we are very honoured to have the privilege of welcoming in our midst such an eminent scholar as Professor Nusseibeh, who is also President of Al-Quds University in East Jerusalem. A man who, even in the very difficult circumstances in the Middle East, continues to plead for dialogue and the importance of science and education in order to shape a more peaceful world.

That is a conviction we share as a university.

Thank you.

Prof.dr. Bert van der Zwaan,
Rector Maginificus, Utrecht University
Introduction

Prof Nusseibeh, ladies and gentlemen, colleagues,

It is of course with great pleasure that I join our rector in expressing our gratitude for your presence here today, to deliver the 3rd Koningsberger Lecture.

Professor Koningsberger stood for his conscience and, during World War II, protested in clear words against the German occupier’s decree that Jewish colleagues were no longer welcome at the university. The issue is not whether these protests led to the reversal of this decree – it did not – but whether one could sit idly by as fundamental rights – equality for all human beings regardless of race or belief – were breached? Through Koningsberger’s act of defiance, he took a decisive stand against this injustice.

With the Koningsberger lecture, Utrecht University honours this brave act of resistance, also as a reminder that there continue to be situations in which such acts are necessary. By inviting someone who has made his or her indelible mark on the field of human rights, or with respect to the constitutional state and the principles of democracy, the University wishes to learn from and honour these individuals. That is why we feel privileged to have you, Professor Nusseibeh, here with us delivering the Koningsberger Lecture.

For you stand out as someone who has always followed his conscience even in the face of the most difficult circumstances. Time and time again you have tried to persuade fellow Palestinians to aim for change by employing non-violent means. This even though you, as a philosopher whose natural habitat is Academia, were reluctant to become involved in politics. You studied philosophy in Oxford and received your PhD from Harvard University on the topic of Islamic Philosophy. After you returned in 1978, you not only taught at the Palestinian Birzeit University, but also for a short period at the Hebrew University. From 1995 onwards you have been both a professor of Philosophy as well as president of the Al Quds University in East Jerusalem.

In your fascinating account Once upon a Country, A Palestinian Life¹ you describe with much clarity and detail, how your life has evolved from childhood to your present position. In so doing, you relay the more than 1300 years of your family history in relation to Jerusalem. Your account gives us first-hand insight into the turbulent history of Israeli-Palestinian relations. You lead us through key historical events, including the intifada’s, the Oslo peace process, the 1993 Madrid Conference and the Camp David accords, among others. You describe
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a process whereby you gradually became more and more involved in politics. During the first Intifada that started in December 1987, Birzeit University was shut down for more than four years. Around the same time, you participated in drafting the Fourteen Points (early 1988), a document, which, in your words, gave the uprising “a coherent political message outlining how the intifada could end forthwith”.

You described that “the Fourteen Points was far from a terrorist declaration of war. There was no call for arms, no denunciation of the “Zionist entity”, and the document was predicated on the belief in a final peace with Israel and on the democratic empowerment of the local Palestinian leadership.”

It would take me far too much time in these brief introductory remarks to describe all the events and suffering that you witnessed in the conflict over the years. But suffice it to say, from what can be gathered through your writings, your political involvement, although reluctant, only got stronger.

And in 1991 you co-authored No Trumpets No Drums: A Two-State Settlement of the Israeli-Palestinian Conflict. Although you were reluctant to take up a formal position in the Palestinian Authority, which had come into being in 1994 as a result of the Oslo Accords, you ultimately agreed to Yasser Arafat’s request to be the PLO representative in Jerusalem in 2001, a position you resigned from in 2002.

All of us are only too aware of the ongoing crisis in Israel and the disputed territories. Recent events including the fighting in Gaza, the settlement policy, or the General Assembly’s resolution elevating Palestine to the level of non-member observer state are all a reminder of the complexities of the situation.

What sets you apart is your willingness, regardless of personal and professional costs, to swim against the tide when you’ve thought it necessary for the greater good. I refer in particular to your involvement with the Israeli Peace Now Movement, or the People’s Peace Campaign (HASHD) in 2002, and also to extraordinary initiatives like that undertaken jointly with the former Shin Bet head Ami Ayalon which led to a Destination Map you drew up, to compliment and provide recommendations for the US president’s Road Map for negotiations between Israel and the Palestinians.

You have described this latter initiative as a means to get parties back to the negotiation table. You and Ami Ayalon took it upon yourself to create support for this Destination Map by getting people on both sides to sign up to this idea. Together, you set the ambitious goal of attracting 1 million supporters. An essential element for you was that people on both sides

---

2 Ibid, at 271.
3 Ibid, at 271.
needed to be able to communicate: what you termed the human dialogue. After gaining impressive support, 250,000 people on the Israeli side and 160,000 on the Palestinian side, the then prime minister of Israel, Ariel Sharon, decided to order the Wall dividing the two people.

As you wrote:
“His real foe was human dialogue and the desire for normalcy.
The wall is the perfect crime because it creates the violence it was ostensibly built to prevent. It’s like sticking someone in a cage and then when he starts screaming, as any normal person would, using his violent temper as justification for putting him in the cage in the first place.”5

For years now, you have taken positions that you thought were right, while stressing non-violent ways to resolve this conflict, which in effect has resulted in Palestinians, either living in Israel or living in the territories, the Gaza strip or West Bank, not enjoying full civil, political, social and economic rights.

You have consistently challenged the status quo, even questioning whether a two-state solution is attainable any more in your 2011 book What is a Palestinian state worth? This represents a willingness to adapt your positions and give voice to your innermost thoughts even when doing so is sure to be considered controversial.

When asked by Der Spiegel you said:
The final political form doesn’t matter that much. The important thing is that both sides can agree on it and that the basic principles of equality and freedom are upheld. They can be upheld in the context of one state, of two states, of three states, or in the context of a federation or a confederation of state6.

As expected, you speaking out on this issue has led to criticism. But you obviously prefer to mention the unmentionable rather than cling to earlier assessments that you think are not valid any more. What counts for you in the end are human rights and the values and principles of democracy. It was therefore not surprising that when in 2004 you were awarded the Roosevelt Four Freedoms Award (the Freedom of Worship Award) it was for your commitment to truth, peace, non-violence and respect for human rights.

It is therefore an honour for me to invite you to give the 3rd Koningsbergerlecture entitled Giving voice to conscience.

Prof. dr. Eric P.J. Myjer
Professor of Conflict and Security Law

5 Once Upon A Country, at p. 511.
6 21/2/2012 Der Spiegel, The Pursuit of a Two-State Solution is a Fantasy.
Giving voice to conscience

Sari Nusseibeh¹

What is the connection, one might ask, between having conscience and giving expression to it? Any basic dictionary will tell us that conscience is an *inner voice* guiding us to the rightness or wrongness of our actions. Two questions immediately spring to mind. The first is: How should we understand what hearing, and reacting to this voice consists in? The second is: How can we tell that what this voice says (even to us, but also to others) is true – that it truly picks out what rightness and wrongness are?

Typically, one supposes, giving expression to this conscience means to act in accordance with what that voice tells us. And often we do just that. But sometimes, we falter, then fail. Here we seem called upon to distinguish between two paradigms. The first is reflexive – as when we desire something, or to do something, but we consciously refrain from putting our hands on it or from doing it because we believe – our inner voice tells us – it to be wrong. But we are not perfect beings and, whether we explain this to ourselves by appealing to Aristotle’s *akrasia*, or to an Augustinian duality of wills,² we often end up in real life choosing to do what our inner voice admonishes. So, even in the context of this reflexive paradigm, a reality-gap exists between our conscience and our expression of it. But there is a second, equally important paradigm to account for – where we stand before and try to relate to a happening or an event outside of ourselves. Let us call this ‘relational’: here we find ourselves being witnesses to, or victims of something our inner voice tells us – and therefore something we believe – to be wrong, or unjust. If we find ourselves choosing to give expression to our inner voice here, what happens is that rather than turning a blind eye to what we see before us, or to us, we choose instead to *speak up*, or to stand up for what we believe is right, and against what we believe to be an injustice. In standing up this way we would be challenging the act or decision in question, expressing our resistance to it, and our dissent from it. Since, however, we know doing this would in many contexts constitute a provocation to the party we believe to be the wrong-doer, we are aware that a certain risk in the form of some retributive measure can be

¹ This is the text of the lecture as it was spoken by Sari Nusseibeh and recorded. In order to maintain the liveliness of the lecture the spoken language has as much as possible been maintained with the approval of Sari Nusseibeh.

² See the discussion on Augustinian duality by Hanna Arendt in the essay ‘What is Freedom?, *The Portable Hanna Arendt*, ed. By P. Baehr (New York: Penguin Classics), 2000. *Akrasia*, on the other hand, is the condition as defined by Aristotle where one cannot bring oneself to act as one rationally recognizes to be best for one to do.
expected. Thus it is that Professor Koningsberger, after whom this lecture is named, spoke up to denounce the then-growing practice to discriminate against Jews at this university during the time when Nazism was on the rise in Europe. He stood up for what he believed was right. It is in such relational contexts that we would regard the act of giving voice to conscience as being noteworthy, and brave. It is particularly so when we realize that, human and imperfect as we are, most of us often may falter here, and fail the test of voicing our dissent and disapprobation. Drawing on one justification or the other, we often end up preferring silence to speaking truth to power. Acting on the other hand in accordance with one’s conscience is how we would typically describe the person – or group – concerned in such situations as having decided to break this silence. Thus it is that a group of Israeli soldiers critical of Army practices in the occupied territories have chosen to gather themselves under the umbrella of an organization they chose to call ‘Breaking the Silence’.

The different contexts in which we understand Professor Koningsberger on the one hand, and the Israeli soldiers on the other, as having acted in accordance with their conscience, or consciences, raises questions about the meanings both of conscience and of the wrongs or injustices being challenged. Is it correct to speak of consciences in the plural, or is conscience just one, pure and simple? If people have different consciences, can they be contrary to one another? If so, are moral wrongs or injustices the same for all, or can they be different for different people, and even contrary to one another? What differences do different contexts make to our being able to answer these questions? Koningsberger’s outrage was against a policy being imposed on the university by a foreign Nazi regime. In many ways, this outrage already had resonance with the student community, as well as with his peers. In contrast, the Israeli soldiers’ outrage is aimed at their own leaders, and expresses a dissenting voice to how their own Government treats another people, who are under its occupation. It is a voice regarded by the overall military establishment as being harmful to its operations – almost as a breach of Israeli security, and as an undermining of the overall policies it tries to implement. Meanings here seem to conflate with one another. Are there lines to be drawn that could help us clarify to ourselves

3 Edward Said gives us a comprehensive view of how public intellectuals are presented by different writers in his Reith Lectures series (see below). Drawing on the seminal writings of Antonio Gramsci’s *Prison Notebooks* and Julien Benda’s *La Traison des Clercs* he starts off by distinguishing between two paradigms, that of the elitist and that of the engaged citizen, showing his preference for the latter, and arguing in favor of there being absolute moral truths/values which should be upheld by the intellectual as an engaged citizen. I address these issues (and others) in what follows.

4 See their reports at www.breakingthesilence.org.il. Many Israelis refuse to serve in the occupied territories, and are incarcerated as a result. Some of those who serve have had experiences leading them to speak out against Army practices. Their stories are recounted in the link to the above blog.

5 Various Israeli groups – including academics – have formed over the years to protest the treatment of Palestinians by their Government. On one occasion recently, one group convoked a conference named after Julien Benda’s aforementioned work, *Treason of the Intellectuals* (Transaction Publishers. 2006. Trans. And introd. by Roger Kimball) to discuss whether Israeli academics were betraying their country by not speaking up and working more openly against their government policies. I refer to this event in my *Une Allumette Vaut-Elle Toute Notre Philosophie?* Flammarion, 2012. See below also for the more complex examples of the ‘whistle-blowers’.
how to understand conscience, and how to understand what right and wrong are? And how to understand what acting in accordance with one’s conscience means?

It was in connection with the later trial of Nazi leader Eichmann in Israel in 1961 that Hanna Arendt, in an attempt to understand and explain Eichmann’s inhumane motives, invoked Socrates, attributing to him the source of what eventually came in the Western tradition to be described as conscience. There are two aspects of this Socratic background that I would like to highlight and to distinguish from one another – both together providing us, I believe, with the answer to our initial question about how conscience and speaking up are connected: there is, first, the famous passages in Plato that Arendt quotes where Socrates speaks about the compulsion to be at one with oneself; and there is, second, that other side of the story, namely of Socrates describing himself as a gadfly with respect to the people around him. In this dual role, what we could understand Socrates as doing is **externalizing** his inner voice with respect to the people around him – as if to say that being ‘one with himself’ means (at least in part) acting as if he were their own audible conscience. Recalling the distinction between the reflexive and the relational, it is as though we are being told these two – the daimon and the gadfly – are somehow, or in their most perfect state, inseparable: I see a wrong being done to someone else. This perception immediately positions me as a third party in the equation. My conscience prompts me to speak up. Should I or should I not? The focus now is on myself. True, the wrong is being done by and to others, but seeing it, and having my conscience now prompting me to act, I am now in the reflexive mode. The right and wrong things to do are no longer about how others are behaving towards each other. The wrong I now feel and face is that of my not speaking up. Whatever now goes on as I go about making up my mind is entirely about me, and my response one way or the other (though initially prompted by a third party) would be to what I feel is right or wrong for *me* to do. What started out as a relational event has now produced a reflexive experience. If I falter, and stand back, I know I would not be acting as my conscience tells me I ought. But there is more: Reason now tells me that not acting as I now feel I ought to puts me in a quandary. How can I justify to myself a refrain on a wrong I am tempted to do – tuning myself to what my conscience tells me to do when the matter concerns my own desires – if such a temptation, or what I feel to be wrong if I do it, is to turn a blind eye to (choose to be silent before) a wrong being committed by another? Besides the impulse of conscience, therefore, other factors now intervene, including Reason. But however it works out, making a choice in the relational domain clearly extends into a choice in the reflexive domain. Ideally, the two would be inseparable, as if organically tied. But in practice they are often parted from one another: for one reason or the other (fear? prudence?…), I may

---


choose to be silent. I shall return forthwith to discuss these reasons, and the curious public role Socrates has in this manner appropriated, and from which originates an entire epic in the history of political thought concerning the role of the philosopher – thought of as being someone who can easily discriminate right from wrong – from that of being a political leader at one end of the spectrum, to being a silent recluse at the other.

It is not necessary for us here, as we seek to understand what conscience is, to pursue Arendt’s arguments and conclusion with regard to Eichmann as a paradigm – wondering whether it is simply the internal dumbness and total absence of internal self-questioning that explains how human beings can be without conscience, and bring themselves to act as he did; or whether, besides this, and as one of her critics says, it is the fear of self-censure8 consequent upon committing an injustice that acts as the real deterrent, rather than conscience as we commonly understand it. Indeed, at some point in the debate, these two views may not in the end be totally exclusive of one another. Rather, where I wish to go from here – and where I believe we can benefit in our journey of exploration by having a more comprehensive view of human nature – is to look more closely into what speaking up, or speaking out against an injustice, might mean. The first pertinent question to ask here, to my mind, is whether and under what conditions the reflexive and relational paradigms can be severed from one another, and whether the one can function fulsomely irrespective of the other, such that the person’s dispositional attitude to the one may be partially or wholly contrary to his/her dispositional attitude to the other. In other words, where I wish to begin is to try to understand what Socrates himself tells us in his Apology:

‘... for you may be sure, gentlemen, that if I had meddled in public business in the past, I should have perished long ago and done no good either to you or to myself. Do not be annoyed at my telling the truth; the fact is that no man in the world will come off safe who honestly opposes either you or any other multitude, and tries to hinder the many unjust and illegal doings in a state. It is necessary that one who really and truly fights for the right, if he is to survive even for a short time, shall act as a private man, not as a public man.’ (Plato, 437; 31d6-32e3).

It may be thought that the message Socrates here wishes to convey is ambiguous – does he or does he not exhort us to speak up? Is he suggesting a limit to how much, or a time as to when one ought to speak up? He seems to be suggesting that a distinction be made – even for a person such as himself – between having private and public roles. Having a public role would immediately place him in direct confrontation with his peers over the unjust and illegal doings in the state – a matter that would quickly lead to his death – an outcome that would be useless both to his community and to himself. Having a private role, on the other hand, buys
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him time. Even then, he tells us, for a person such as himself who really and truly wishes to fight for the right, having this private role will not proffer more than a small breathing space. Presumably, we are led to understand, such a person would soon or eventually have to shed his private role, and to begin meddling with public affairs. His days, in such a case, would be numbered. As we well know they were in his case.9

For the man for whom the unexamined life is not worth living, nor is the life of an unprincipled fugitive, speaking up, opposing the unjust and illegal doings in a state, and insisting on saying the truth is as clear a categorical imperative as anything can be. In this case, the reflexive melts into the relational. Even so, the process (from private to public) is carried out prudentially – not all at once. While he is just as inimical to a wrong done by himself as he is to a wrong done by others, and while silence for him as a strategy is not a choice, silence as a temporary prudential measure may well be necessary – not as a means to escape an inevitable – perhaps even an existential – confrontation, but as a guarantee for the best results. But he is surely well aware that silence for others may well be a strategy – prudential admittedly, but permanent. When it is, one assumes he realizes that it is the fear of retribution or weakness of the will that would stand in the way. Here, then, it is not the fear of retribution – even self-retribution – that explains acting in accordance with one’s conscience, but the opposite: it explains why one might not act in accordance with one’s conscience. Indeed, if fear figures at all in the picture of the ordinary cases where someone feels called upon to speak up against an injustice, it figures as a natural feeling that the person concerned overcomes. For Socrates, then, for the wholesome person of conscience, or for what in some of the later traditions10 was regarded as how a true philosopher should be, the reflexive and the relational are one, though they may, like the notes of a single symphony, be sequentially ordered. And just as acting in accordance with one’s conscience relationally constitutes a partial fulfilment of moral wholesomeness, acting in accordance with one’s conscience reflexively – not to submit to temptations (such as to escape a death sentence) – complements that fulsomeness of the moral life.11

9 A few lines before the previously quoted passage, Socrates tells us it is that voice which he started hearing as a child – which forbids but never commands him to do anything – which is the reason why he has always been deterred from being a politician. His gadfly role would then seem to, and by definition would, be that of trying to change the system from without.

10 As philosophical texts began filtering into the early Islamic period, and the interest in philosophy grew, what sort of life Socrates led became a major focus of attention, where what being a philosopher (or living the just/virtuous life) meant, became as or more important than what he wrote, with views of those engaged in the debate ranging from the ascetic/sufi approach requiring the philosopher to live the life of a hermit to that demanding less austerity and a balanced involvement in human affairs. We get a glimpse of the full range of this debate in the self-defense written by Abu Bakr al-Razi’s The Life of the Philosopher (first translated into French by Paul Kraus in ‘Raziana I’, Orientalia 4 (1935): 300-334). It may be of interest to note that it was Kraus who discovered and first brought to Leo Strauss’s (see below) attention the MS by Al-Farabi on the Philosophy of Plato and Aristotle, which fitted into Strauss’s developing theory on the art of philosophical writing.

11 It is arguable, of course, that a morally wholesome person would ideally not only react to an injustice or a wrong-doing, but would be in a position to guide us proactively to what justice, and ‘right-doing’ also are. I elaborate on this ‘model’
The model of the morally wholesome person (in this reactive sense) may explain to us one side of the story – what acting in accordance with one’s conscience might ideally mean. But we are left with another side: that other potentially bothersome question of determining whether what that voice of conscience tells us is true – whether, in other words, that voice can be relied upon to pick out accurately what injustices and wrong-doings there are. Typically, we are less certain here of the observed experiences of others than we are of our own direct experiences – we don’t normally question the genuineness and veracity of our own protestations. This is a crucial distinction to which I shall presently return. But meantime, looking far and wide around us, let us ask ourselves the general question whether there is a unique and objective standard of measure the voice will always and only respond to – or, alternatively, a single conscience whose voice, whatever the circumstances, must itself be viewed as that standard.

What injustices, if any, did Socrates have in mind over and above those specific instances that he himself witnessed and experienced in his own community? And what truths did he have in mind other than those truths that would expose these particular injustices? Would he have a single judgment – for example – to make about both the Koningsberger and the Breaking the Silence cases? Would such a judgment draw on the same moral truth? Indeed, are there universal or underlying moral truths he would think the man of conscience could discern behind the specific instances he encounters, and which he should bring to light? What are those? And, in this regard, would it help us to know how these truths could be found if we considered carefully the acts-in-context of the so-called public intellectuals – those who are called upon to (or claim they) speak truth to power – and that of the other social critics and dissidents in our day and age? Is their voice that of the truth? How could we tell? Or are we expected to know, somehow, what these truths are to start with?

It was perhaps in the 50s that the Quakers in the United States introduced the now well-known expression ‘speaking truth to power’. It was a public attempt to circumvent what many democrats in America at the time feared may become official U.S. support of fascism both within the U.S. and in the world at large. In time, the expression came to be associated with the so-called ‘public intellectuals’ – especially those identified with being sympathetic to the leftist side of the political spectrum in the United States. Noam Chomsky may today exemplify this kind of intellectual, but it may be very much to Edward Said’s credit that he...
articulated this role, in particular with regard to U.S. policies in South East Asia as well as in Palestine. But in doing this he raised a very critical question: leaving aside the power that is to be spoken to, what is the truth that has to be spoken?\footnote{Edward Said specifically raises this issue in the fifth of his Reith Lectures \textit{Representations Of An Intellectual}, which he titled ‘Speaking Truth To Power’, transmitted on BBC Radio 4, 9th August 1993 (downloaded on http://downloads.bbc.co.uk/rmhttp/radio4/transcripts/1993_reith5.pdf). This lecture series later appeared under the title \textit{Representations of the Intellectual}, Random House, 1996.}

\textit{In effect, I am asking the basic question for the intellectual: how does one speak the truth? What truth? For whom and where?}

What he was trying to determine in this context was whether, and to what extent the ‘rights-sensitive’ intellectual is culture-bound, or should or should not be. If we grant that giving voice to conscience comes down to meaning to speak up, or to speaking truth to power, the question remains whether such truths are objective and universal, and whether conscience, being of a likewise nature, can therefore identify them. Re-stated, our question here would be: Are these two – conscience and truth – always in a one-to-one correspondence relationship? Or could we conceive of them as being totally separable, conscience remaining constant in meaning, but the truths and injustices being voiced by conscience changing across cultures? If our first critical question was how to understand our reflexive and relational reactions to the voice of conscience, our second critical question is to ask if that voice is prompted by the same moral infractions in the world around us. Another way of putting this is to ask whether, as a public (or ‘rights-sensitive’) intellectual, Edward Said’s moral voice would correspond with that of (the Israeli writer) Amos Oz; or whether it would tell him the same things had he been Israeli? I realize this (latter) is a hard, even perhaps an unfair and impossible question to answer. But it does make one wonder whether having a conscience at all means having one across cultures – that it is not context-specific; and is tantamount to seeing the same moral truths in them. Or whether, conversely, disagreeing on what to consider as moral truths compels us to conclude that what we call ‘conscience’ is in fact breakable into many different consciences, each speaking to us with a different language. How could we explain a situation to ourselves where, for example, one of us would (truthfully), in voicing their conscience, speak out in defence of the right of a Jewish State to exist (in Palestine), and another, also acting in accordance with their conscience, will speak out (again truthfully) against this as an instance of injustice? Are there two truths here, and two consciences? Or is one’s judgment here (whichever of the two it is) culture-bound, and therefore not an instance of a real voice of conscience? How would Socrates have viewed the matter? Would he have said that for him ‘who honestly opposes the multitudes in order to hinder the unjust and illegal doings of the state, and who really and truly fights for the right’ it is necessary to transcend his or her parochial identity, and to seek what the voice of a universal human conscience would tell him?
And how could one identify that conscience, and what would its voice tell him to stand up for? Or would Socrates tell us that we needn’t dispossess ourselves of our contingent identities, and that all we need do is simply to see the world through a different prism, one that will guide us on a case-by-case basis, and that will necessarily position us in conflict with ‘the multitudes’ around us? This is, after all, exactly the position Socrates placed himself in.

In order to answer these questions, and to make the move from considering what conscience means to considering what truth means, and how they relate to each other, it may be useful as a first step to consider carefully the individual cases and contexts where conscience is being given voice to, and a moral truth is being invoked. How can we tell – whenever such ‘truths’ are invoked – besides there being certain observable and concurred facts before us, whether these acts are indeed wrong? The challenge here clearly goes far beyond its being a ‘fact-finding’ mission. What we normally tend to do on such occasions is to consider various other elements (including other facts) associated with the event, primarily drawn from those further ‘truths’ that are already inculcated in us. In other words, we take recourse to an already-existing moral calculus we carry around with us. But this process clearly begs the question. How could we tell, with regard to any one of those further truths that are nested in our calculus, they indeed are as we claim them to be?

When the issue concerns the world of physical objects, language and logic experts generally concur that our entire body of reference (and therefore of truth) must rest ultimately on ostension – that visible and observable act of giving a name to something physical by pointing at it. This primary consensual agreement by speakers of the language allows for a methodical construction of an entire theory of truth. Were we to apply a similar model to the moral world, however, we would immediately find ourselves confronted with two related but often inconsistent circumstances – that there indeed are what one might call ‘pseudo-ostensive’ acts, as when someone refuses to do or speaks out against a particular wrong; but that the moral calculi of different persons or groups are not always congruent. How can we tell, whenever such truths are invoked, that they are indeed as they present themselves as being? Because ‘the voice of truth’ being expressed in such instances is prompted by a special subjective experience, we often find ourselves first drawn to look into ourselves and our own experiences in comparable situations in order to judge whether the act before us is genuine – the measure being what we ourselves feel and go through as and when we go through a similar experience. This may clear the grounds for us for taking the claim being made more seriously. But the conundrum persists and compels us – assuming a hypothetical circumstance in which we abstract from our own moral calculus altogether, or are at a loss to find the relevant maxim in our calculus that would guide us – to give as much weight to the moral character and credibility of the speaker himself doing the pointing out, as much as to the declaration being highlighted. Historically (and I shall return to this below) communities have generally tended to allow themselves to be guided in these acts of pseudo-ostention on ‘moral leaders’ (high priests,
religious functionaries, those regarded as righteous, etc.) whose words were accepted as ‘given’ truths. Their moral enunciations simply grew over time to become moral maxims accepted by those communities. It stands to reason, given this background, that it is what sort of person Socrates was as anything else that makes us take his voice seriously. Therefore, as we now try to decide on how to decide whether the case before is one where a moral truth is enunciated that we look more closely at the person making it – besides considering the circumstances and content of the pronouncement itself.

What we would be looking at are events of acting in accordance with one’s conscience that may be private or public. By ‘private’ in this context it is meant primarily those situations where, within a closed sphere that will be limited to a few people, a person will stand up to an act or a decision he views as unacceptable or an intolerable infraction of a moral maxim or principle. The same circumstance would obtain at the public level, but here the person’s voice of disapprobation reaches far and wide. In both cases, of course, our assumption would be that, given the disapprobation, the moral truth being enunciated could be expressed as being precisely the converse of the disapproved act or decision. In the two cases (private and public) an act of pseudo-ostentation to a moral truth is being performed. However, unlike cases of physical ostentation, these are neither independently verifiable nor are they resolvable. We cannot therefore simply take an act of pseudo-ostentation at face value, as truly picking out a moral truth. That is why we need to scrutinize closely both the circumstance of the act, as well as the actor himself.

What would our search after truth through scrutinizing the speaker/actor consist in? Taking our cue from the Socratic model let us once again look more carefully at the roles that modern-day dissidents, critics and public intellectuals play (we can incorporate later the more private or ordinary cases into the picture). Here it is important to note that while the ‘speaking truth to power’ paradigm generally assumes the power in question to be that of Government, with Socrates it was ‘the multitudes’ – even though, in a direct democracy these were indistinguishable from the institutions of power) that he had to confront. And while dissenting public intellectuals, critics, activists and others generally address themselves to those multitudes in order to garner support from them in opposing Government policies or decisions, it is precisely in the name of those multitudes – and not in opposition to their expressed views – that the critics and public intellectuals presume to speak. This difference is important to take note of because of the risk involved, paradigmatically, to the critic who braves the actions or emotions of a surrounding mob or a community: a classic case is that of Spinoza confronting the mob attacking the quarters where the De Witt family lived. In doing that he was clearly putting his life at risk. In the context of the present-day Israeli-Palestinian conflict, we can think of a similar stand taken by a Palestinian school-teacher, say, who will place himself in the way of a youthful mob haphazardly attacking an Israeli army jeep or a private vehicle passing in front of their school, inevitably inviting a confrontation that can end
up with the death of one of the pupils and the closure of the school; or a group of Palestinian intellectuals who, in the heat of an indiscriminate suicide campaign targeting Israeli civilians, will stand up to denounce the use of this method of resisting occupation. Clearly, such a teacher would be placing himself in the line of fire, and such intellectuals would be inviting the public wrath against them. In such cases, the power being stood up to courageously and at great risk is one’s own community, and the immediate and personal dangers being braved are crystal clear from the outset. It is such situations that should invite us to take very seriously the moral message being expressed, its very veracity being vouched for by the courage displayed in expressing it.

Notwithstanding, Socrates may here tell us that speaking out on behalf of these multitudes still fulfils his criteria for someone who fights against injustice – the condition being the knowledge that no man in the world will come off safe who honestly opposes either you or any other multitude, and tries to hinder the many unjust and illegal doings in a state. But the cases he envisages, in other words, are still those where a clear risk is involved – indeed, possibly an existential risk. While as was said what he has in mind as the main source of risk is the public, he would presumably concur to admit other sources, such as that coming from the State itself, or from a malevolent power lobby in the community. Indeed, he may even include lesser risks resulting from acting publicly in accordance with one’s conscience, such as those to one’s career or status. But he would definitely not include those critics or public intellectuals who will address the multitudes simply in order to find themselves the centre of public admiration and recognition for the ‘truths’ they give voice to. For while on the one hand the truth being voiced in the more genuine cases may well be that of the suffering voiceless, on the other hand it may well just reflect a coarse plebeian passion, the intellectual in this case simply trading self-examined conscience for public admiration. This is not to discard altogether public critics who happen to express the passions of their constituencies, and who are held in admiration for that reason, but the measure here of those critics being true to themselves is the risk to themselves they would be taking in voicing public discontent. Palestinian critics of the various measures of Israeli occupation, for example, could here be regarded as a model, as well could also be prisoners on hunger strike: their voices in both cases are raised against Government
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13 Consider, for example, the case of Anna Politkiovskaya in Russia, whose investigative pursuit of corruption led to her assassination in 2006. The belated arrest and trial of the officer accused of her murder has not stopped people from questioning who the real party was that ordered the killing.

14 Unlike the previously cited case in Russia, an investigative journalist writing in the United States against corruption involving big business as well as Government may well simply find himself basking in relative wealth and popularity – Greg Palast, an active writer and blogger – see *The Vultures’ Picnic* on major oil deals, for example – is one such case. But the fact of his popularity (or the fact that he may bask in it) does not undermine from the more important fact that his investigative exposures have a very important moral message to convey. Even so, the absence of the risk factor (within his own country) in his case may well exclude him from the list of those critics whom we are trying to highlight as paradigm guides for moral truths. At the other end of the spectrum, also excluded would obviously be those public intellectuals who are ‘co-opted’ by Big Government or Business, as Edward Said tells us in his Reith Lectures.
Giving voice to conscience

policies, and the life-threatening risks they take in acting in accordance with their conscience once again vouch for the sincerity of their moral messages.

More commonly, however, the critic Socrates has in mind is one – even within a democratic system – would more likely be someone who speaks out against rather than in support of public views. Socrates of course had his close circle of friends, Crito (who wished to persuade him to escape the death sentence) being among them, but it is with the majority of his community that his views and course conflicted. Transposed to our day and age, we can imagine such a Socrates to be dissenting from majority views around him, more than we can imagine him speaking in their name, and voicing their discontent in a comfortable and democratic environment. We can imagine him speaking out and defending views denounced by his community as being heretical, if he felt the views upheld by his own community were wrong or unjust.

Or, if he were to speak up against Government, it would typically be under one that is likely to censure or imprison him, as in many countries in our modern world, rather than in one where he is more likely to be able to pursue his ordinary life and career. This is not to say that we cannot contemplate people acting in accordance with their conscience in democracies, but it is to say that an important condition for the fulfilment of the Socratic role – or particularly, for believing the ‘truth being told’ in the case under review – would seem to be one where a tangible risk is being taken, or where the audience being targeted is likely to be provoked into retributive action against the speaker, whether as a public or as an authority.

In sum, then, assuming we start off with a blank instead of our moral calculus, or that we fail to find a reference point in our moral calculus that we could use as background reference to help us decide whether what we see before us is a ‘moral truth’, then for us to regard our critic as ‘a guide’ or ‘a pointer’, and to hold his act of pseudo-ostention believable as true, various conditions would need to hold, including above all a challenging commitment by the speaker that is known will exact a high price to himself – including the price of death. The commitment and the degree of risk involved are both normal as well as reasonable factors for determining how credible, and believable therefore, both the person is who has stood up to challenge an injustice, and what he has to say about the matter. But whether in the first (mild) kind of cases in democracies like those cited, or those that involve life-threatening situations, the critic’s very foray into a controversial issue with the purpose of exposing what they regard as an injustice or a wrong-doing, their observable commitment to that cause, as well as the facts of the case – all contribute towards giving weight to the credibility and veracity of the protestation or exposure being made. True, it is possible that a moral consensus over that issue in that community may not be complete, and there may be cases (such as the issue of abortion, capital punishment, etc.) over which the community may remain divided, and where the credibility and veracity of opposite claims may seem to carry similar weights. But there are a sufficient number of examples and cases where a general concurrence in the community can be eventually reached to make us appreciate how a moral consensus over an issue can be built over time.
However, there are those more difficult cases where ‘the public’ being targeted is a much larger audience, covering one’s own community but also the world at large – where ‘speaking the truth’ can be considered a breach with what the government of one’s own country (and even one’s own countrymen) might view as a breach of security, or even as treason square and simple. Here, consensus-building would seem to be far more difficult – perhaps even impossible – to achieve, despite the fact that the moral claims being expressed may seem to carry their own independent ‘truth-weights’. Take, for example, the cases of so-called ‘whistle-blowers’, such as those of Mordechai Vanunu, the Israeli nuclear whistle-blower, and of Julian Assange, the man behind Wikileaks: In both of these latter cases, let us at least for the sake of argument assume that the primary motivation for exposing ‘state secrets’ was their concern for a wider cause than that of their respective countries, and was not either pure malice or simply to cause damage to the State itself. Would Socrates then have seen this as a paradigm of remaining one with oneself and being a gadfly at the same time – of braving the powers-that-be for the sake of exposing a moral wrong? This is to put our earlier question about identity (is national or religious identity a red line not to be broken?) in practical contemporary terms. And, Vanunu and Assange aside, countless examples from history can also be cited of individuals whose beliefs conflicted with those of their respective religious or national establishments, and who were martyred or ostracized and banished for transgressing these borders, and for insisting on speaking out.15 Would Socrates here argue that such cases counted as examples of men who, attached to their contingent identities, yet managed to look at the world around them with a different prism?

The above are only a few examples of the myriad of cases where we might find ourselves before conflicting points of view. Not all are as hard to get general agreement on as others. But we constantly find ourselves challenged in the modern world by acts or events that are often raised by public intellectuals and critics and that demand of us to formulate a moral opinion: is abortion right? Is using a drone to eavesdrop on our own public right? Is using it to eliminate enemies of the State right? Is torture right? Is it right to let bankers and financial sharks off the hook who cause economic damage to the economy? Is it right for Palestinians to use armed struggle against the occupation? Is it right for them to target locations within Israel itself? Are there clear-cut answers to these and similar questions? Are there universally identifiable rights and wrongs we could all identify as being such? Or are our disagreements simply unanswerable? One way of addressing these questions, and of dealing with our underlying puzzle of how to relate conscience and truth, or to reconcile between them, is to briefly bring our sights down from these public cases to our own private lives, and to consider how we understand being responsive or not to our consciences at this level: here we may consider our own experiences,
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15 I am deliberately excluding here cases like those of the ideologically committed communist moles inside the British Intelligence Services in the third and fourth decades of the last century, where the introduction of the factor of deception totally transforms the ‘speaking out’ Socratic model I have been trying to explore.
where we may find ourselves during the course of our lives or work – not purposefully seeking injustices to expose – but confronted with a moral challenge where we may be called upon by our conscience to take a stand which we know in advance would or could bring suffering upon us and our loved ones, and where we decide nonetheless to listen to this conscience, and in so doing to give expression to it by taking such a stand. The wrongs and injustices encountered here can be as varied and innumerable as the people who go through them, and they can be experienced as few or as many times as the circumstances provide, the source of discontent indifferently being an institution or just another person. But, whatever the differences, we can see a common thread running through them – an inner sense of moral indignation arousing one to react. By extrapolation, therefore, whenever we face a situation where a public intellectual or an ordinary citizen taking a grand stand in opposing an established norm or a particular decision or act whether formally or informally condoned by his peers; or just another person trying to live through his or her private life but suddenly coming face to face with an invited moral challenge involving a decision with a fore-known price-tag – we can intuitively tell what it is that stands behind that action and explains it. We can understand conscience, in this sense, to be a common denominator, its voice however being sparked off in each case, perhaps in different degrees of intensity, to the tune of different truths the different individuals – again in varying degrees – feel bound to stand up for or to expose. We feel – regardless of the plurality of experiences and indignations – at least conscience is monadic, its meaning always remaining the same and being understood as an inner calling to stand up to an injustice or to a wrong perceived as being done, and as giving voice to the moral truth that should be said in the matter – whatever that truth happens to be, or is believed to be. This last comment is crucial. It doesn’t detract from my sense of indignation over a fact being what it is if I later discovered that what I took to be a fact wasn’t so. Any number of situations can be thought of where I can be said truly to have acted in accordance with my conscience only to find out later that the circumstances weren’t quite what I believed them to be. Even if someone said that my having acted this way was not therefore justified, or a ‘real example’ of having so acted, it cannot nevertheless be denied that I acted this way precisely as an expression of my inner sense of indignation. To insist that there should have been an objective moral wrong against which I acted for me to be described as having acted out of conscience would be like insisting that it is only when something is true when I honestly claim it to be so that I can be described as having so claimed it. Clearly, I can honestly believe something to be true, and say so, even when it is not. In sum, all that the monadic meaning of conscience requires for one prompted by an inner sense of moral indignation to speak up, is simply to have perceived what he encounters to be an injustice. It wouldn’t detract from his being described in consequence as someone who acted in accordance with his conscience if it turned out that what he perceived was mistaken, or if it turns out that what he thought was the truth was not in fact so.
But if conscience, being monadic, comes to be decoupled from truth, this now being demoted to the rank of what is simply or possibly believed or perceived to be the case; and if we can now come to understand how the measure of risk of an act of pseudo-ostention prompted by conscience can be a necessary condition for signalling a particular morel truth, can we ever hope for an independent ultimate determination of what truth really is, or what to consider as being a wrong-doing or an injustice? Or can we rest comfortably with the proposition that moral truths are relative or indeterminable in any case, and it is sufficient for us to allow ourselves to be guided by the voice of conscience to identify them in the particular instances we encounter them? And were we to contemplate this last proposition, could we find a way nevertheless to overcome the discomfort it may arouse in us – seeing that many outbursts of moral indignation can be ill-founded (the facts may be wrong), or even ill-fitted (we may not agree with its underlying moral assumptions), and even contrary to one another?

It is at this juncture of our journey that the Socratic model of the morally wholesome person – and more generally of the actor who knowingly risks his fortunes for the sake of expressing his indignation – could help guide us. Leaving aside the formidable (and perhaps fruitless) task of trying to find an independent means of determining what truth, and specifically moral truth is, we may find our path simpler if, persisting in our investigation of the relationship between conscience and truth, we try to find a cue to help us feel comfortable about the veracity of the truths said to be voiced by conscience in the various instances we may come across. It is specifically these instances that merit our primary scrutiny, and as we scrutinize them it is the degree of our subjective feelings of comfort and confidence wherein the condition of sufficiency may best and most fittingly be sought. Paradoxically, our reliable starting point in this endeavour must therefore be ourselves – our own internal feelings as we experience a moral indignation prompting us to protest against all odds, or in the face of danger. It is this condition we must therefore seek to find as a sign in others – whether as a characterization of a particular act, or more generally as a disposition in their character. Our determination of a moral truth thus comes down to being reducible to our determination of the nature of the act itself of pseudo-ostention, and our characterization of the sort of person who speaks it. This may on a first reading seem like we would be turning the tables upside down: that instead of defining what moral truths are in order to determine who happens to voice them, we first should seek to characterize the kind of person who voices them, and the nature of the act itself, as a prerequisite for defining what these moral truths are. Such an approach would essentially mean that characterizing such individuals comes down to begin viewing them as a source of truth, rather than simply as transmitters of it.

How can we set about establishing that level of comfort or confidence we need to have in the veracity of the moral indignations being invoked? Clearly, we need to identify conditions that could provide us with that level of comfort, and confidence. While a comfortably-levelled veracity standard cannot perhaps be immediately established to determine the rightful sense
of an injustice being done if what we have before us is simply a single experience (coupling one particular claimant with one claim), surely our level of comfort and concurrence with the claimant increases in proportion to the confidence that is cumulatively built in us towards that claimant’s moral standing and sense. Furthermore, such confidence and comfort are only likely to be further augmented if, recalling our earlier the reflexive/relation distinction, the claimant is perceived by us to be as tangibly bound by his reflexive conscience as he is by his relational, or comes to be viewed, in other words, as committed to moral principles as these apply to him in his daily life and behaviour as he sets himself out to be in the public arena.

Fully unfolded, this may sound like a far-fetched claim, for it comes down to proposing that what we in general regard as ‘truths’ (for moral truths can be argued to be but a sub-species of these) can only ultimately be defined in terms of the people holding them to be such. This claim has in some form indeed been defended by very eminent philosophers, of which my choice-analysis is that of the late Harvard logician W.V.O. Quine. But the more specific claim of displaying the integral relation between moral truth and those who stand up for it may perhaps be an easier claim for most of us to digest, especially when we begin to consider not just a single behavioural episode or an act done by a person, but that person’s entire moral history and character. It is not being claimed that a single case of moral indignation is not a sufficient clue for us for identifying a particular injustice, and for identifying a particular moral truth, but that – in anticipation of what I shall be elaborating below – that person’s moral credibility and our concurring with the moral truths he gives expression to is only reinforced in proportion to that person’s overall moral character.

Let us then leave behind the common – but misguided, I believe – practice, of trying to understand or define what truth means as some abstract and ethereal entity, in isolation from the real-life situations where the seeking or speaking of truth comes in a package, so to speak, presenting us with a person’s entire character. And let us focus instead on truth-in-practice, as we might describe it as and when it is being sought, being told, or being avoided or withheld, in real-life situations by real-life people. There are three observations I wish to point out about these situations: first, being truthful or not is in general associated, when with a
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16 See, especially, W.V.O. Quine Ontological Relativity and Other Essays (Columbia University Press, New York and London) 1969, where his seminal essay on Ontological Relativity – first delivered at Columbia University, is included as the second chapter. Chapter One (Speaking of Objects) is also relevant to our discussion. Quine has argued for his main thesis on the indeterminacy of translation in various works. Essentially, his point is that even physical ostention (see below) is indeterminate, except by reference to an overall logical model wherein consistency is maintained through linguistic cross-referencing. A famous quote by him encapsulating this thesis is ‘to be is to be the value of a variable’. A pictorial representation of his thesis envisages a spherical body of all ‘truths’ to be such as to be so constructed that adjustments to each one of them would require adjustments to others – less or more depending on its position in the sphere, with basic principles (logical and mathematical) lying at the center and therefore requiring radical adjustments throughout the system, and with moral and then social beliefs lying towards the periphery, and therefore requiring less adjustments.
particular individual, then with other human traits that also characterize that individual on both the positive and negative sides – some of them being considered praise-worthy and others reprehensible. For example, being truthful is associated with being honest, lying with being dishonest. Honesty, on the other hand, is more associated with people who are known to keep their promises than to break them, who are upright rather than crooked, righteous rather than deceitful, and so on. We may thus collect together two distinct clusters or classes of all those different traits, identifiable perhaps by the two opposite epithets of good and bad – or morally upright and unethical. It is probably safe to say that the family of traits characterized as good are generally held in high esteem in most if not all cultures, while those displaying traits of the second kind are looked down upon, disrespected, and despised. These are of course only general parameters, permitting for all kinds of important exceptions, including the cases where a sudden and unexpected 'swerve' in the general pattern will allow even the worst of us on some occasions to act righteously. But it is common-sense to suppose that a righteous and honest person expressing indignation at something they view as a moral wrong would in all probability be right in so viewing it, and could be taken as a reliable standard for the rest of us (whether immediately or in time) to believe it to be so.

The second observation I would like to make in this context is that all these truth-in-practice acts we are considering (telling the truth, suppressing it, etc.) are typically associated with some tangible, down-to-earth rather than with some ethereal or metaphysical subject. In other words, the typical situations where these acts are practiced are the ones in which those involved are judges or detectives or journalists, for example, trying to find out the truth, or criminals trying to suppress it. Significantly, it is not some ethereal philosophical meaning that is the object of attention in these cases, but some down-to-earth practical fact. This is more so the case when we are considering instances of moral protestations – whether these are expressed by us in our normal everyday lives, or are made an issue of in the public arena. This, by the way, is also what we might understand Socrates to have been interested in – in this particular dialogue: as standing up to what he viewed to be instances of injustice, and instances of wrong-doing. This is an altogether different exercise from starting out by trying to elaborate on what justice is, or what truth means. One assumes, of course, he has already settled that matter for himself. But it is his conscience that prompts him to speak up, and when it does so, it does so in the face of a particular wrong he sees, and it is specifically from that wrong that he extracts a particular truth he feels called upon to voice.

However – and this third observation harks back to a point I already made – it is surprisingly not just or only the facts that play an essential role here, or only the people who relate to those facts as they are: it is often also, paradoxically, what are believed to be the facts, and how someone honestly believing them to be the facts relates to them, that become incorporated into the general moral calculus distinguishing between the traits subsumed under the respective epithets of good and bad, or righteous and dishonourable. In other words, while we may disagree
with the facts of the matter as someone presents them to us or to others, we can still recognize that, in viewing them as representing a case of injustice he or she feels called upon to stand up to, he would be acting in good faith. Our judgment about the person would be complex, thinking them to be all the way from being misguided and wrong to being foolish. But over and above this, we could still respect the fact they stood up for what they believed was right. Our characterization of their moral motivation would not be affected, though we may legitimately question their other qualities, such as their faculty of moral discernment. This again, however, is a quality that we can more confidently measure through experience, and over time. But considered generally, given the close association we can make out between the different qualities we believe to belong to the same cluster, it is not at all strange that we tend to have confidence in what someone we take to have moral discernment and to be morally upright tells us to be true. We wouldn’t feel the same confidence and degree of comfort in what other people may tell us in similar situations. We wouldn’t, for example, take seriously a politician’s pontifications on human rights when we know him not to apply them in his household. And lastly, the difference between Jean of Arc hearing bells and her believing she heard them is not one that, especially in retrospect, makes us think any the less of her. We respect her because – even under threat – she stood up for what she believed was the inner divine voice speaking to her. And for what it is worth, the voice may indeed have spoken to her. Therefore, what is often as important to consider in this context as actually being right in claiming what one says to be true, is in fact believing it to be so, and therefore being honest in standing up for it, and in thereby responding to the call of his or her conscience in doing so. The moral history of the person, besides the full expectation that voicing their conscience in this case (and others) is a struggle that comes along with a hefty price-tag – perhaps even fatal – is enough reason for us to take what they tell us as being a moral truth to be so – that, for instance, trying to escape a specific judgment passed by those competent and entrusted according to the laws of the land to make it is wrong. This last observation, referring us to the risk being taken, is surely another major circumstance that influences our judgment of the rightness of the moral indignation being expressed.

In sum, then, my claim is that in order to determine a moral truth one need only look into the horse’s mouth: It is paradigmatically the right sort of person, manifesting the right sort of behaviour, from whom one could learn what the right sort of thing to do is – even when that person is oneself! Admittedly, this can result in admitting conflicting responses into our moral lexicon (as in the Said/Oz example, or as in a possible conflict over abortion or capital punishment, or the use of arms or war, etc.). But we might come to teach ourselves to accept considering such contradictory voices when they proceed from the right sorts of person as genuine moral puzzles in a pluralistic world that we still need to learn more about, and to learn from. Indeed, their very contrariness in such contexts may help develop our communal moral sense. It is not rationally disastrous if we admitted such possible contrary outcomes into our moral framework. It is not irrational of us not to consider this framework as a mathematical model
where we would feel put out by a Godel proving to us that we cannot show every moral truth in the world to be consistent with, and derivable from every moral truth in the system, and where, likewise, we cannot show that every moral falsehood is extraneous to it. Our human experiences, after all, far outnumber in kind even the infinite number of mathematical truths that can be produced by a mathematical system, and there is no reason why what one cannot show to be the case in a rigorous system cannot also be true in the open field of moral behaviour.

But returning to the horse’s mouth, let me take leave here for a short diversion on the two Semitic languages, Arabic and Hebrew, where I believe an etymological basis can be found for supporting the claim of explaining moral truth in terms of the kind of person to whom it is attributed. In these two languages the trilateral consonantal roots $ts,d,q$ – from which the word for ‘truth’ in both languages is formed – can also together form (in both languages) the word for being veracious – someone who speaks or says the truth. But it so happens that, also in the two languages, the very same roots then are also used to form the word for being righteous – $Tsiddiq$. Such a person is not just one who happens to say something that is true ($a$ transmitter), but he is a person to be believed, or from whom one can be guided to the truth ($a$ source). In the Jewish tradition, Shimon ha-tsaddiq is revered as a pious and just high priest, a moral beacon for the community and a public leader. In the Islamic tradition, the first Caliph to take on the leadership of the Muslims after the Prophet was also called al-Siddiq. After the prophet – through whom the true word of God was spoken – whom other than a virtuous and trustworthy person, or someone who would be considered to be an unshakeable standard of the truth, could be trusted by the community to be a rightful heir? Indeed, looking beyond these two examples, we find human history replete with paradigms of moral beacons in whom all or a sufficient number of related qualities were clustered, effusing credibility in the moral truths they would espouse – with some at one end, like Jesus, being fully pure of heart, and others somewhere in between, like Socrates, or Ghandi, possessing faults, but nonetheless being archetypes to look up to. Together with saints and many others, including, above all, also those who have stood up to give a voice to the voiceless, such as the suffragettes, all these are models that history has provided us with. And they are models that teach us, in addition to whatever else, to become aware of this important fact about truth, namely that, as a companion to conscience, it is very much a down-to-earth situation-by-situation affair, not some far-fetched metaphysical notion.

In sum, then, we tend to recognize and accept something as being a moral truth when this is expressed by someone we trust to be the sort of person who says the truth – who is honest, virtuous, pious, and so on. And we tend to disbelieve and suspect what looks like a moral indignation when we know that person to be dishonest, crooked, devious, dishonourable, etc. Indeed, I would venture to go as far to claim, as we consider word-references, and in particular what, in the context of meanings, denotation, connotation, implication and presupposition might
mean, that it would make perfectly good sense to introduce the expression ‘reference-spread’ precisely to cover those cases where one adjective we might use in characterizing someone can be understood as referring at one and the same time to a number of other character traits belonging to the same family and which are true of the person being described, and as excluding by the same token a number of opposite traits. In real-life situations, the rule is this spread of character traits, and it is the exception to assume that the person being described as honest, for example, is imagined to possess just that property, to the exclusion of those other properties that are usually associated with honesty. A person answering in their qualities to a positive reference-spread can surely endow their pronouncements on moral truths with the sufficient credibility – and therefore level of comfort among listeners – needed to make them be such.

Reducing the meaning of a word from the abstract to its reference-in-practice reality in real-life situations helps us understand not only what such words mean, but also what speaking truth to power, or the ‘telling of truth’ that Socrates refers to is. In saying this I am not necessarily drawing on any particular school of thought – such as that of the contextualist theory of meanings, or, even – from the opposite theoretical perspective to that of Socrates – of Foucault’s characterization of truth as a practical instrument. But if any such associations are felt to be helpful in elucidating my point they would certainly be welcome. But the association – even through Foucault’s perspective – with Socrates in this context is very relevant, especially if it helps us appreciate the dynamics that connect between what are essentially subjective experiences and intentions and what are identified as truths, in particular for our purposes on those occasions when conscience is involved.

What can one conclude, however tentatively, from these observations? I referred in the beginning to ‘an epic’ in the history of political thought concerning the role of the philosopher. It is generally known that when Plato came to write his Republic he conceived of a just political order in which the philosopher would hold the highest public office. Even though he knew such an order would be an ideal, he argued that it is clearly best if such an Ideal is emulated to the extent possible. But would a moral agent survive having top public office in such a situation? Theoretically, he could if, even though he knew the truth, he didn’t spell it out as it is

\[...\]
to the multitudes around him. Having different appearances, it can be expressed differently to different people. This way, he can survive. But, neither forsaking his conscience or truth, he could thus lead the republic towards what is best.

Plato’s thoughts on the subject, contrasted with the Socratic story, became a major source of influence in later thought, including in early Islam, influencing such major philosophic figures like Alfarabi and Averroes – the latter partly known for his so-called ‘double-truth’ theory (specifically allowing for the different ways the same truth could be conveyed to the listener), and the former more known for advising a more retired role in public affairs. Indeed, the very question whether it is useful or advisable to meddle in public affairs at all – or even to choose to be a politician – was always one that found proponents on both sides of the divide. At one extreme, a brand of philosophical mystics in Islam interpreted the Socratic model as that of the total ascetic – believing that the true philosopher has no choice but to abandon society altogether. But the issue raised by Socrates remains: assuming you are the kind of person who is totally committed to fighting injustice inside your community, is it or is it not better to assume the role of a gadfly rather than that of a politician? Plato would seem to want you to assume a grand public office, whereas Socrates would seem to be telling you that such an endeavour would be summarily ruinous – for yourself as well as for your cause. However, if it in any way makes sense to claim, as I have done already, that a person’s having conscience, and being truthful, go along with a whole package of other attributes that are integral to his or her character, such as being honest, and righteous, and just, and law-abiding, and virtuous, and decent, and so on, then I believe it becomes highly improbable that Plato’s earthly king (in a pre-Ideal Republic) could in fact be such a person – as he would have to practice deceit, and not be honest, and would need to employ all the ruses associated with politicians in order to attain his or her objectives. Such a ruler can be described – if on the positive side – by other epithets, such as being clever, or successful, or visionary, but hardly as a righteous man, who will speak out against injustice no matter what, or who will insist on revealing the truth, however painful.

So I end up with the following claim, that while most of us are moral agents (gadflies) on some occasions and some of the time, only a select few of us pick up the challenge of being moral agents most of the time, and, depending on the surrounding circumstances, they stand to being ostracized to one degree or another, in proportion to the importance with which the subject-matter being intervened in is viewed by the general public, and the intensity or degree of their intervention. Taking the cue from our earlier characterization of what sort of person the right sort of person is, we can take comfort in accepting the wrong-doings and injustices they point out as being actually such, and the maxims they extrapolate or extract from those cases and give voice to as moral truths. But going by the Socratic code, for a truly righteous man to remain such, and to remain able to speak up, and give voice to his conscience, he must
so temper his interventions in society as a private person so as to maintain the ability to remain vigilant for the longest time possible, knowing full-well that his self-examined life is always at risk, but that this risk is precisely what his entire life is worth.
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Victor Koningsberger and the Koningsberger Lecture

‘My conscience compels me to commemorate here with deep sadness and bitter disappointment the discharging from their positions of some of my Dutch colleagues, solely because of their ancestry or religious beliefs.’

With these words, Utrecht scientist Professor Victor Koningsberger started his public lecture on 25 November 1940, thus becoming the first professor in the Netherlands to publicly stand up for the Jewish colleagues who were discharged from the university by the German occupiers.

In their honour, Utrecht University has initiated the annual Koningsberger Lecture. In this way, the university wishes to keep alive Koningsberger’s principled act of defiance against the German occupiers as an example of the possible need for such acts to permanently guarantee fundamental rights for present and future generations. At the centre of this notion is the importance of core human rights, such as the right to equality regardless of race or religion, as well as of the constitutional state and the principles of democracy. Each year the Koningsberger Lecture is given by someone who made his or her mark on this field.

Victor Jacob Koningsberger (Buitenzorg, Indonesia, 10 February 1895 – De Bilt, 28 February 1966) graduated ‘cum laude’ from Utrecht University in Mathematics and Physics (1920) and obtained a ‘cum laude’ doctorate two years later (1922). He went on to become lecturer in Biology and principal assistant in General Plant Science at Utrecht University (1922-1924). He then worked at the testing station for the sugar industry at Cheribon on East Java (1924-1926) and became Director of the Culture Department of the Pasoean testing station. In 1934, Victor Koningsberger was appointed Professor of Plant Science at Utrecht University and Director of the Botanical Gardens. Amongst other things, his research focused on the transport systems and biochemical growth processes in plants. He held this position until 1965, while also acting as Rector Magnificus of the university from 1952-1953.

After his public lecture of 25 November 1940, Koningsberger during the war-years became the trusted representative of the students and the student resistance. From July 1942 until December 1943, he was imprisoned as hostage, first at the Haaren (hostage) camp and later at Sint-Michielsgestel. During this period, Koningsberger wrote a reflection on the post-war university and argued for a broad academic training of its students.
After the war, Koningsberger was deployed on various governmental assignments in the Netherlands in the field of Agricultural Policy. He was member and later chair of the Royal Tropical Institute (1951-1965). He was member of the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (since 1946) and later chair of the Science Division (1948-1965). He was also active in various boards outside the scope of his academic positions. Victor Koningsberger was married with four children.